EXPLANATION OF ROCK TYPES

Offshore silt deposits

Neocomian sandstone
Includes some shale and coal

Continental shale and sandstone

Continental sandstone

SOURCE OF DATA

Information in part from Davis (1906a), Hayes and Zipf (1956), Fiske (1947), and Reeside (1926). Control at indicated points from following sources:

Golden Beach section measured by authors, 1953.

Golden Beach section measured by W. S. Fiske, Jr., 1947.


Golden Beach section measured by authors, 1953; drill-hole information from Southern Union Gas Co. Nauoac 1.

Drill-hole information from Peru Oil Co. Coyote Canyon 1.

NOTES

View to the northwest, parallel to major trend of shoreline. Top of fence approximately 1.5 feet of control because of erosion. Undivided thickness shown between control points is approximate. Datum is base of Dakota Sandstone.